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Jacob Hashimoto is continuing with his inquiry
into the intersection of landscape and abstraction;
he is doing so through a new series of wall pieces,
beginning with his famous “kites” created for this
occasion with new patterns. This show in Verona
further rounds out the programme of exhibitions by
the artist, someone whose work, again with Studio
la Città, will also be seen in Venice as part of the
group show Recursions & Mutations, to be held on
the Giudecca island concurrently with the 58th Venice Biennale.
Differently from the large and even vast scales that
usually distinguish the artist’s work, for this solo
show at Studio la Città Hashimoto has varied the
colours and sizes to include some small works, consisting of geometric modules made from Japanese
paper, and tiny multi-coloured collages.
In some cases the drawings are more rigorous and
schematic, while in others they appear to be sinuous handwriting or lace, all superimposed and delicate, however; they all have in common a continuous
research into modularity and the landscape. In the
works of Jacob Hashimoto the individual components act as molecules which, following carefully
studied models, give life to genuine ecosystems,
whether natural, vegetable or artificial.
Jacob Hashimoto, nato nel 1973 a Greeley in Colorado, vive e lavora a New York. Le sue opere sono state esposte
in numerosi musei americani, tra cui: il Museum of Contemporary Art di Chicago, il MOCA P.D.C. di Los Angeles e il
LACMA - Los Angeles County Museum of Art. In Europa, l’artista ha partecipato a diverse mostre in importanti spazi
pubblici quali il MACRO – Museo d’Arte Contemporanea di Roma, la Fondazione Querini Stampalia e Palazzo Fortuny
a Venezia, lo Schauwerk Sindelfingen in Germania e il Wäinö Aaltonen Museum of Art in Finlandia. Recentemente le
sue grandi installazioni sono state esposte al SITE Museum di Santa Fe e a Governor’s Island - New York. Hashimoto
è rappresentato dalle gallerie Studio la Città (Verona), Galerie Forsblom (Helsinki), Makasiini Contemporary (Turku), e
Rhona Hoffman Gallery (Chicago).
Link for downloading images: http://studiolacitta.it/download-jacob-hashimoto/
Exhibition period:
4 May – 9 November 2019
Opening Saturday 4 May at 11.30 a.m.
Venue:
Studio la Città, Lungadige Galtarossa 21, 37133 Verona
Opening hours:
from Tuesday to Saturday, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m., except for 7, 8, and 9 May 2019, and 11, 12,
and 13 June 2019 when the opening hours will be from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
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